Synopsis

The innovative music textbook packaged with its three accompanying audio CDs. Soundscapes breaks new ground by organizing the study of world music according to its cultural significance, rather than by geography alone. The Second Edition provides even better coverage of the cultures surrounding the music and focuses more closely on honing students’™ listening skills. The Second Edition also features a striking new design, new chapter organization, and expanded listening guides. This edition also includes three accompanying audio CDs, which contain over seventy performances discussed in the text and outlined in the listening guides. This edition contains both the textbook and the audio CDs. The textbook (978-0-393-92567-8) and the three-CD set (978-0-393-10684-8) are also each available to be purchased separately.
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Customer Reviews

This item DID NOT INCLUDE the “included” audio CD’s. Customer support told me that Warehouse Deals are not required to include the CD’s in shipments as they are considered optional accessories (despite that not being shown on the page). Because I’m using this for required course materials, I need the CD’s, so I’m short on luck with this… If you don’t need the CD’s, then go right ahead and buy from them. The book is in good condition and was shipped promptly. However, if you need the CD’s for a class or such, DO NOT buy it from Warehouse Deals.

This book is pretty good. It explains the different music of the world (not all of course) in a very easy
and clear way. I learned a lot from it.

I bought this book for a generals class, I was only taking because I needed the credit. But it is a really good book I’m glad that I bought it.

Exactly what my son needed for his class in college and the price was better than at the college bookstore. Thanks.

As described and the cd’s worked, all good

Had to have it for class!

Good tool for class

Great book

Download to continue reading...
